#stayhome & read
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Acrobat Family €26
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Little People Big Dreams €15
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#stayhome & have some fun

BALANCE THE BAKER €20
Take turns piling on the
pastries but don't let the Baker
drop it all! Includes pies, cakes
and croissants!

IDENTIC ARCHITECTURE Memory Game
€22
Learn to watch and memorize one of the
most famous masterpieces of architecture
in the world.

NOUS Memory Game €30
Match the Gods and Heroes of Greek
Mythology
No reading required to play!

Little People Big Dreams Matching Game
€20
Featuring 20 outstanding women from the internationally best-selling
Little People, BIG DREAMS—this stylishly illustrated matching game is
an entertaining way to inspire and sharpen the minds of little dreamers
everywhere.

#stayhome & be creative
Make Your Own Music
Box Kit
€25
Turn the crank and hear an old
tune. The charm of a music box
still lingers to this day, and
now the mechanism that creates
the music is available for you
to compose any song you wish.
Our Music Box hole punch is a
music makers delight.
Create
your
own
melody
by
punching holes in the music paper strips provided. The Happy Birthday melody is included for you to get started. For
musicians crafters and lovers
of music this is a must have
item. The kit also includes a
instruction booklet to help you
get started

Ici Paper Models
Tsipoura or Mparpouni
€9
Explore the Mediterranean Fish
through the series of paper
models by ici-paper
Package includes information
sheet for each fish type and
assembly instructions in greek
&english

Build Your Own
Life-Size Skeleton

€50

Make and Move Mega:
Creatures of the Deep
(paper model)
€18

From the medical student and
biology enthusiast to the
graphic designer and artist:
this life-size model gives
everyone access to an age-old
classic of scientific illustration. Simply fold the precut
pieces (no need for scissors
or glue!) to build this human
skeleton, complete with anatomical labels in English and
Latin, bendable joints, accessories, and detailed step-bystep instructions.

#stayhome & make new friends

Sparkiz Wind Up
€23

Katita Wind Up
€16
Critter Wind Up
€16

Pintacuda Wind Up
€24

